Subject: Tutorial
Posted by DannyBoyPoker on Mon, 08 Apr 2013 03:56:24 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Tony,
This is to document a few issues with the tutorial being slightly out of date, and I think that the
relationship between subsystem id, subsystem name, subsystem description, task name, and
menu button text, as well as subsystem directory, might be scrutinized, as in, are these
relationships correct (or maybe, strictly correct). Just some grist for the mill, from fresh eyes.
From here:
http://www.radicore.org/radicore-for-php.php?PHPSESSID=9f705
944510313c4e0c1a94b6495e278
'The following database drivers are also included:
MySQL version 4.0.6 to 4.0.25, which uses the original MySQL extension. Note that MySQL
stopped active support for version 4.0 on 30th September 2006.
MySQL version 4.1 and above, which uses the improved MySQL extension. Note that MySQL
stopped active support for version 4.1 on 31st December 2006.
PostgreSQL version 8 and above.
Oracle 10g
SQL Server 2008 R2'
This might be read, as offering that drivers are distributed with Radicore, which is not true? I think
it's only intended to mean that Radicore has been *tested* with these drivers.
In which case, --I'm engaging with the tutorial, to be found here:
http://www.tonymarston.net/php-mysql/radicore-tutorial.html
And, this is an example of eight CREATE TABLE queries,
CREATE TABLE IF NOT EXISTS `x_option` (
[etc.]
) TYPE=MyISAM;

Now, normally, it is unnecessary to use ENGINE to specify the MyISAM storage engine. Also, the
older term TYPE used to be supported as a synonym for ENGINE only for backward compatibility,
though ENGINE has been the preferred term and TYPE was deprecated. And now, the keyword
TYPE is removed since MySQL 5.1. Instead, use (for example):
) ENGINE = MYISAM;
But also, the update has already been incorporated, here:
'The database schema can also be found at radicore/xample/sql/mysql/xample-schema.sql.' So,
it's only the schema as given on that page, at
http://www.tonymarston.net/php-mysql/radicore-tutorial.html, which is out of date.
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Also on this page, is this:
'1.1 Create Subsystem
Log on to the framework and navigate to [etc.]'
Not given here, is how to log on to the framework. Which, I suppose, is given in the installation
instructions..
Also, going through this 1.1. Create Subsystem, and 1.2 Build Directory, there is this:
'..press the Build Directory button in the navigation bar..This will cause the following actions to be
performed:..Create a task of type MENU on the MNU_TASK table with the same name as the
subsystem id. This will act as the initial menu for this subsystem.'
Here, first, I'll note that the MNU_TASK table can be found in the menu database.
And then also, I read here that a task of type MENU is created, with the same name as the
subsystem id. The subsystem id is 'TEST'. But, the name of the task is 'test'. I'm of course merely
pointing to the case of the letters, but this is not the same name, TEST /= test. It even appears,
that while the name of the task matches the name of the directory of the test subsystem, the ID
does not match the name of that directory, and in fact is not supposed to match (there are two
different fields on the form).
Which, is in contradiction to this:
'..press the Build Directory button in the navigation bar..This will cause the following actions to be
performed:..Create the directory structure in the file system with the same name as the subsystem
id.'
Also, '(T)his menu item', which is to say, a task of type MENU, with the same name as the
subsystem id, is added automatically to the main menu. So, what is added there, is called 'TEST'.
And so, the button text of the menu item that is added automatically to the main menu, does not
match the name of the task, which means that it also does not match the directory of the
subsystem. In our case,
they are similar, TEST /= test, but the name of the task can be totally unrelated to the subsystem
id.
Then, for the 'Import Database' step, a Database ID and Subsystem is chosen, where the correct
choice of subsystem is 'test subsystem'. This is not the subsystem id, but the subsystem
description. In fact, also, when you 'Enquire Task', the subsystem is given as 'test subsystem',
which is the description, not the id. Which is, I take it, incorrect. The id is the name of the
subsystem, though one might, here, optionally also list the description. In addition, the tutorial
says: "(C)hoose 'test' from the dropdown list." Which, is not an option. But also, 'test' is not the
subsystem id anyways ('TEST').
And then, '(W)hen the 'Submit' button is pressed this function will create an entry for this database
on the DICT_DATABASE table, and create entries on the DICT_TABLE table for every table
which currently exists within that database.'
Okay, a note, that the DICT_TABLE table is in the 'dict' database. And, '(I)t will then automatically
display the results as shown in Figure 7:' However, this figure does not exactly match. The actual
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page, shows an upper row of buttons: 'Search', 'Import Tables', 'Child Relationships (DB)', 'Parent
Relationships (DB)', and 'Output to PDF (L)'. And, there is a lower row of buttons: 'Read', 'Update',
'Delete', 'Export to PHP', 'Columns', 'Keys', 'Child Relationships (Table)', Parent Relationships
(Table), 'Audit Trail', 'Audit Trail (exact)'. The figure shown, only gives a 'Relationships (DB)'
button, not 'Child Relationships (DB)' and 'Parent Relationships (DB)'. Similarly, 'Relationships
(Table)' has become 'Child Relationships (Table)' and 'Parent Relationships (Table)'.
In addition, the columns of the table, 'Select', 'Table Id', 'Description', and 'Columns'. Missing,
here, in the figure, is 'Child Relationships', and 'Parent Relationships'. There are a few other
reasonably trivial-looking differences, the figure is just a bit out-of-date, I guess. Of those other
differences, I maybe do want to mention this one, that it's not true that '(T)he number in the
'columns' column will show the value zero if the import column procedure has not yet been run on
any table.'
When I get to this: 'Relationships are not defined in the database (no, foreign key constraints are
NOT the same as relationships), so they must be entered into the dictionary manually.'
I do have a question, as to whether it is/is not true, that foreign key constraints are NOT the same
as relationships. In particular, are we in fact going in and setting up parent tables, child tables,
parent keys, and child keys. Which, would be the sort of thing that foreign keys enforce.
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